
A Visualization 
of Ice and Fire



The Subject
Game of Thrones is the amazingly popular TV Show by HBO, but before that it was a big series of books (literally big, with more than 5.000

pages at this point), the book tell it's story by the point of view of di�erent characters and that gets a little confusing sometimes, as each 

chapter is a di�erent character and that leads me to why I'm creating this visualization.

Most of the time, when I'm talking about Game of Thrones with my friends, the biggest complaining is that they can't keep track of what 

happened because of the multitude of characters (or they're complaining that George R.R. Martin killed of one of their favorites), so to 

address this problem I came to the following solution (based in a idea where a bookstore glued post-its in every page with a death 

on it http://www.wired.com/2013/11/game-of-thrones-deaths/): add a card in each page with a death, in this card there will be various

 information like name, cause of death, what happened afterwards, among others (get feedback on this) . And sticking out of the page will

 be a tab with the sigil of the House of the dead guy so that the reader can pull it and read what happened to refresh the memory or get a 

surprise if they're the kind that like spoilers

Deaths Tabbed



Data
The bulky of the data: The list of named Deaths is already collected, what I need to do now is to re�ne it. To re�ne it I will remove the deaths 

that didn't have much impact in the story. After that I'll be sitting around 30 to 35 deaths and I'll start collecting the details that I mentioned 

before. Another piece of data I already started gathering is the number of the page of each data.
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Technology
Pretty straightforward, I’ll use Photoshop and Illustrator to create the cards with the information. If I run into the problem of the book 

getting too stu�ed with cards I’ll probably re-bind the book, if that happen I’ll use Indesign to add the “instruction page” directly on the 

book instead of being a card like the rest.

Challenges
The easiest part for the project will be gathering the information and putting them on the cards, most of the deaths I can remember what 

happened from the top of my head, they’ll just need a little research and reading to con!rm. The hardest part, for me, will be cutting the

 cards and in case I need to re-bind the book as I’m not that good with manual work.



Designs
You win or you die

(or every major death in Game of Thrones Visualized)

WE all know that westeros is a dangerous country
and kings are dying like flies (thanks tyrion for this
quote) and because of that sometimes is hard to keep
track of who’s alive and who’s not, so I present you 
the deaths, needless to say this book is literally
filled with spoilers (duh).

So how does this work?

Lord Jon Arryn

Place of death: Kings Landing

Cause of death: Poison

People Responsible: Lannisters

Events that Set in motion: Basically all
the books, as arryn was as dumb as ned stark
(more on that later)

Brutality: Poison is kind of a okay way to
die in westeros(Violent country and all that).

Hand of the king

Where this  tab is represents the importance of the death.
 The left side being: “HOLY SHIT THEY KILLED HIM? AND THE
 RIGHT SIDE BEING: “WHO IS THAT GUY?”

Name and title of the body

Self explanatory stuff.
The scale of brutality, the more swords
the more brutal (hint: expect to see more
swords here than in the big ugly chair)

Now go and have fun while your favorite 
characters die in this killing spree they 

call a book

First page of the book, explaining how to use the cards 
and what is the purpose of the visualization



Designs

Lord Jon Arryn

Place of death: Kings Landing

Cause of death: Poison

People Responsible: Lannisters

Events that Set in motion: Basically all
the books, as arryn was as dumb as ned stark

(more on that later)

Brutality: Poison is kind of a okay way to
die in westeros(Violent country and all that).

Hand of the king

The card itself that will go in each page with a death



Thank you
(and I hope I didn’t gave any spoilers)


